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If you need further assistance installing your product, please contact us by email at 
techsupport@warriorproducts.com or call us at (888) 220-6861.  Thank you for purchasing Warrior Products! 

============================================================================================ 
SUBJECT: MIRROR RELOCATION BRACKET INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
 
Models: 
pn1500 – 97-02 TJ WRANGLER 
pn1501 – 07-11 JK WRANGLER 
pn1505 – 87-96 YJ WRANGLER 

 
Congratulations on your purchase of Warrior Products Windshield Mirror Relocation Bracket for your Jeep.  Be sure to 
open the box and examine the contents before beginning.  Read these instructions completely before starting your 
installation.  

 
1. The Warrior Mirror Relocation Bracket attaches to the front of your windshield, on the lower part of the windshield hinge.   
2. Remove the large bolts on the windshield hinge.  Remove one bolt at a time, CAREFULLY, to avoid dropping backing nuts 

located inside the framework. 
3. Mount the Warrior Mirror Relocation Bracket using the two (2) stainless steel bolts provided for each side. 
4. When finished, be sure to go back and check the tightness of all bolts. 
5. Install mirrors into relocation brackets.  On YJ and TJ, the nut on the bottom of the mirror holds the mirror into the bracket and 

is simply unbolted and swapped back and forth easily.   
6. On the JK model, this is a torx head bolt instead of a nut.  To remove the mirror from the factory mount on the JK you will 

need to loosen the bolt until it is only slightly threaded and the head of the bolt is protruding below the factory mirror mount. 
7. The JK mirror is wedged into place with a taper, much like a steering tie rod end. Do not attempt to lift the mirror out of the 

mount by hand, you will break the mirror. To free it from the taper tap on the head of the bolt with a mallet upward until the 
mirror pops free.  Remove the bolt and lift the mirror out of the mount.  
 
* Note:  Mirror relocation brackets are designed to be used when running no doors. Part #1501 is not compatible with the 
factory full doors or half doors with the upper half in place.  You will not be able to open the door with these installed. 
 
 
 

For more accessories for your Jeep visit us online at www.warriorproducts.com 
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